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Worked example 

Transitional foreign loss makers 

This example shows how the transitional foreign loss maker provisions in Division 
701D of the Income Tax (Transitional Provisions) Act 1997 (IT(TP)A) apply. 

The transitional foreign loss maker provisions allow an entity that has foreign 
losses to remain outside a consolidated group for a period of up to three years, 
or until its foreign losses are utilised, as opposed to being subject to the loss 
utilisation regime of Subdivision 707-C of the ITAA 1997. 

The excluded entity is called a ‘transitional foreign loss maker’. The time that it 
is excluded from the group is the ‘transitional time’. 

A head company of a consolidated group1 can choose to exclude an entity 
from the group for a transitional time if the conditions in section 701D-10 of 
the IT(TP)A are satisfied:   
•  the group forms before 1 July 2004 
•  the transitional time is not later than three years after the group forms  
•  the transitional foreign loss maker would otherwise be a subsidiary 

member of the group at the transitional time 
•  the transitional foreign loss maker is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the 

head company throughout the period from the start of 1 July 2002 to the 
transitional time  the ‘continuous ownership condition’, subsection 701D-10(2)  

•  the transitional foreign loss maker incurred an overall foreign loss2 in the 
2001–02 income year or earlier and this loss:  

− remains unutilised in any income year ending before the transitional time  

− is one that would have been transferred3 to the head company had the 
transitional foreign loss maker become a subsidiary member of the 
consolidated group at the formation time, and 

  the ‘foreign loss condition’, subsection 701D-10(3) 
•  the transitional foreign loss maker does not hold a membership interest in 

another entity that, but for these provisions, would be a subsidiary member 
of the consolidated group  the ‘no-subsidiary condition’, subsection 701D-10(4). 

The head company must notify the Tax Office, in accordance with section 
701D-15 of the IT(TP)A, that it has chosen to exclude the transitional foreign 
loss maker from the consolidated group.  

                                                 

1 Includes a MEC group. Refer to section 719-15 which has the effect of modifying subsection 
701D-10(2) of the IT(TP)A with respect to a MEC group. 
2 As defined in section 160AFD of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936. 
3 After satisfying relevant transfer tests in Subdivision 707-A of the ITAA 1997. 
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Losses that are transferred to the head company trigger an adjustment to 
existing available fractions (if any) in the consolidated group.  

 ‘Adjusting available fraction – another loss entity joins the group’, C3-4-330 

This adjustment can be avoided if the head company chooses to cancel the 
transfer of the unutilised foreign loss  section 707-145. Losses that are not 
transferred to the head company cannot be utilised by any entity for an income 
year ending after the joining time  section 707-150.  

Transitional period concessions 

As TFLM1 was excluded from the consolidated group for a period prior to 
joining the group, it is not eligible for any of the transitional concessions 

 Subdivision 707-C. These concessions are only available to entities that become 
members of a group at the formation time. 

Income Tax (Transitional Provisions) Act 1997 – as amended by Taxation Laws 
Amendment Act (No. 1) 2004: 
•  Division 701D 
•  Subdivision 707-C: 

− paragraph 707-325(1)(ca)  
− paragraph 707-350(1)(da)  

•  section 719-15  

Income Tax Assessment Act 1997: 
•  Subdivision 707-A 
•  Subdivision 707-C 

Income Tax Assessment Act 1936: 
•  Section 160AFD 

Explanatory Memorandum to Taxation Laws Amendment Bill (No. 7) 2003, 
Chapter 4 

Revision history 
Section C3-4-550 first published 10 December 2004. 

Proposed changes to consolidation 
Proposed changes to consolidation announced by the Government are not 
incorporated into the Consolidation reference manual until they become law. 
In the interim, information about such changes can be viewed at: 

• http://assistant.treasurer.gov.au (Assistant Treasurer’s press releases) 

• www.treasury.gov.au (Treasury papers on refinements to the consolidation 
regime). 
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